Grades 9-12
STEAM Activities
Creator: Keren Rhodes

The #ShineALight Initiative
The #ShineALight Initiative is a national project to create a collective light of celebration spreading the Jewish
joy of Chanukah and the beautiful traditions we honor in our homes with our families.
Sponsored in part by the UJA-Federation of New York, the initiative is designed as a counter-expression to
antisemitism and other messages of hate acts towards Jews and Israel. The #ShineALight Initiative is
leveraging education, community partnerships, workplace engagement, and advocacy among Jewish and
non-Jewish communities.
The Jewish Education Project is a proud content partner of the #ShineALight Initiative and is delighted to provide
these free materials to parents and other caring adults. We encourage you to utilize this education content through
Chanukah (this year and in the future), and if applicable, at other times of the year.

Chanukah, Hanukkah, Channukkah?
The Jewish Education Project materials all use the spelling, “Chanukah.” However, when we reference the
names of outside content, products, songs, videos, etc. we utilize the spelling that the original organization/author/artist/company uses.

Social Media: If you are comfortable, we would love for you to spread the joy your family is experiencing
while participating in this activity. Please take photos and/or videos and share them to your social media
platforms using the hashtag #ShineALight.

Questions? Please contact Samantha Vinokor-Meinrath, Ed.D at svinokor-meinrath@jewishedproject.org
Senior Director of Knowledge, Ideas, and Learning at The Jewish Education Project.
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Grades 9-12 STEAM Activities

Paper Circuits and Koach Hadibur
Creator: Keren Rhodes

Parent/Adult Background Information/Knowledge:
The Jewish value of Koach Hadibur means “the power of words.” It refers to the power we all have to speak up
against injustice and to improve the world we live in. In this experiment, participants will learn about electricity
and circuits, and will make a connection between their electricity experiment and the power of our voices to bring
about change and justice in the world. Electricity is required to light the LED lights. The electricity represents
fighting back against hate by using our voices for good. The LED shines through the hate and brings light to the
world. Children will learn that when you add more power, the light shines brighter, or allows you to light more
LED’s. This represents that many people can bring together their power (voices) to create more powerful change
in the world, or that when there are many problems in the world that pull us in many directions, it takes more
power (more voices) to keep all the lights on.
There are few items on the Supply List (above the Activity Instructions) that you may want to prepare
or purchase.

Approximate Prep Time: 10 minutes
Approximate Activity Time: 30 minutes
Supplies*
� Printable circuit templates on page 6 (best on cardstock)
� Printable discussion questions sheet on page 5
� 2-3 3v coin cell batteries
� Half-inch copper tape (make sure to use a tape that has conductive adhesive)
� 3mm or 5mm LED diodes
� Scotch tape
� Scissors
*all supplies can be found at the Amazon wish list here

Activity Instructions
Images for Steps 3-7 are found on page 4
1. Start with the Discussion Questions printable, numbers 1- 4 (on page 5).
2. Print the circuit templates (on page 6 ) and cut the two types of circuits apart.
� Begin with the simple circuit.
3. Apply the copper tape to the grey circuit lines, cutting as needed to make pieces that fit. Begin by applying
the tape from one corner to the next. Make sure the pieces overlap one another.
4. Attach the LED to the project template. Before you begin, make sure to note which leg of the LED is the
long one as this is the positive side.
5. Bend both legs of the LED at a 90 degree angle and attach it to the copper tape using scotch tape.
Rub the connection points to ensure solid contact.
6. Attach the coin cell battery to the circuit. First fold the corner of the template along the line. Place your
battery on the end of the copper tape with the (--) side facing down.
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Paper Circuits and Koach Hadibur
Activity Instructions, continued
7. Time to test your circuit and make sure it lights properly. Fold the corner so that the copper tape contacts
the top of the battery. If everything is done correctly your LED should light. You can use a paper clip to
secure it if you choose.
8. Try stacking a second battery on top of the first in your simple circuit. Do you notice a difference in the
brightness of the LED? Make sure the second battery is also (--) side down.
9. Begin to work with your series circuit template.
10. Add the copper tape and LED’s in the appropriate places. Try to light the LED’s with a single battery,
and then with two stacked batteries. What is the difference?
11. Continue with the Discussion Questions printable numbers 5-7.
12. Don’t forget to take photos and/or videos and share them to your social media platforms using the
hashtag #ShineALight.
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Discussion Question Sheet
1. We hear about all kinds of marches and demonstrations occurring each week around the world. Many of
these relate to things about the world that the people demonstrating or marching feel are unjust. Can you
name a few issues you’ve heard of that the marches and demonstrations are working to change?
2. Why do you think people choose to try and change the world through marches and demonstrations?
Are there other ways to make change in the world? What are they?
3. Often, when we see something that is not ok, or is not just in the world, part of the problem is that other
people may not know that there is a problem, or the people who are in charge of our country and its laws
may not realize this is a problem that is important to fix. So we use our voices to speak up and bring
awareness to an issue. This sheds light on the problem, making sure that more people know that it is
happening. Besides marches and demonstrations, can you think of other ways to use your voice to bring
awareness to problems in the world?
4. In this experiment, the light from the LED bulb is a metaphor for the awareness that we can bring to
important issues by speaking up about them. And the electricity is a metaphor for our voices (in whatever
way we use them) that we must actively use in order to bring that awareness. Complete the experiment
following the directions, and then come back to this sheet to think about and answer the last few questions.
------------------------------------- DO THE ACTIVITY --------------------------------5. If you have only one issue you are trying to bring awareness to (like in your simple circuit with only one LED),
then the more energy or voices (batteries) you put into that issue, the more awareness you will bring to the
cause (the brightness of the bulb increases). Can you think of ways that this works in real life? What does it
look like to increase the number of voices bringing awareness to an issue?
6. If you have many issues that you are trying to bring awareness to (like in the series circuit with two LEDs),
then just your own voice sometimes isn’t enough (the one battery). If you try to address multiple issues by
yourself, you have to split up your energy, and you can end up not really bringing awareness to any of the
issues you are concerned about. But if you work with others (adding a second battery), then you can have
the support and energy needed to make sure that all the issues you are concerned about get enough
attention. What would this look like in real life? How can you contribute your voice to many places, to help
make sure that there is enough energy for a light to shine on more than one injustice in the world?
7. What’s going on (the scientific explanation)? Series Circuits: When components are connected to one
another in a continuous loop, like beads on a necklace, it is called a series connection. In a series circuit,
there is only one path current can follow, so the same amount of electricity (called current) goes through
every single component in the loop. Each LED requires between 2V to 3V depending on the color. So as you
add more LEDs in series to your circuit, the total required voltage required to power all the LEDs in the loop
goes up, which is why you needed to add an extra battery to get the LED's to light up. Brightness: Did you
notice when you used two batteries in your simple circuit that the LED got brighter? If not try it again. When
you stack the batteries, the voltage adds up. So two 3V batteries will provide 6V in total and make the single
LED shine brighter.
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Printable Circuit Templates
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Cooking Science
Creator: Keren Rhodes

Parent/Adult Background Information/Knowledge:
One of the main customs of Chanukah is to eat fried foods as a way to mark the miracle of the oil that lasted
eight days in the destroyed Temple. Perhaps the best known is a traditional potato latke recipe and in this
activity your family will explore the science behind how to make your latkes crispy and delicious.
Here are some articles (some with recipe links) to give you a better sense of the connection between oil
and fried foods with some yummy recipes to try!
● Why do we eat Latkes and Sufganiyot on Chanukah from Kosher.com
● 7 Delicious Hanukkah Recipes from Around the World from Kveller.com
● Why We Eat So Many Fried Foods for Hanukkah from Mashed.com
● Recipes for Hanukkah from MyJewishLearning.com
There are few items on the Supply List (above the Activity Instructions) that you may want to prepare
or purchase.

Approximate Prep Time: 20 minutes
Approximate Activity Time: 30+ minutes
Supplies
� 3-4 potatoes (Russet or Yukon)
� 1 yellow onion
� 1 large egg
� 2 tablespoons matzo meal, breadcrumbs, or flour (you can sub GF flour here as well)
� Salt and pepper
� Canola oil
� Oil thermometer
� Applesauce, sour cream, ketchup, or any other toppings you want
� Measuring cups and spoons
� 4-5 small mixing bowls
� Grater or food processor
� Cheesecloth or clean thin kitchen towel
� 10-12" cast iron skillet
� Spatula
� Paper towels
� Baking sheet
� Printout of The Science of Crispy on page 10
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Cooking Science, continued

Activity Instructions
1. Review the connection between frying foods (traditionally latkes) and the story of Chanukah.
2. Safety Warning: working with hot oil can be dangerous. Please conduct this experiment jointly with adults
and teens. Read this article for some tips on how to fry food safely.
3. If you are not comfortable working with hot oil, or for younger children (6-8th grade), this activity can be
modified to work in the oven. The difference in crispiness is less pronounced, but the general experiment
still works. Instead of frying, use a spray-on oil. Preheat the oven to 450 degrees Fahrenheit and place a
sheet of parchment paper on a sheet pan. Spray the parchment paper with oil and place it empty in the oven
to also preheat the tray. Continue making your batches of latke mix. When you’re ready to cook, remove the
sheet pan from the oven (use oven mitts as it will be HOT), form the latkes and place them on the pan.
Spray the tops with oil and then bake for 15-20 minutes. About halfway through the cooking time, flip the
latkes and spray the tops with another layer of oil.
4. Here is a basic latke recipe:
1 1/2 pounds baking potatoes (3 to 4 potatoes) (shredded in food processor or by hand)
1/2 medium yellow onion, peeled and quartered
1 large egg
2 tablespoons matzo meal or dry breadcrumbs
2 teaspoons kosher salt
1/8 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
5. Once you have shredded the potatoes and onions, split them into 3 separate bowls.
6. In bowl #1, leave the potatoes as they are immediately after grating. In bowls #2 and #3, squeeze the
moisture out of the potatoes. Place the mixture into a triple layer of cheesecloth, gather the four corners
together and then twist and squeeze until you have removed as much of the moisture as possible.
Catch the water coming off the potatoes in another bowl.
7. Add 2 teaspoons of matzo meal/flour to each batch of potato/onion mixture.
8. In a liquid measuring cup, beat the egg with a fork and add the salt and pepper. Figure out how much egg
you have, and how much you should add to each bowl so that all three potato bowls get equal amounts of
the egg mixture.
9. Finally, the bowl with the liquid you squeezed from the potatoes should have had a chance to settle.
Pour off the brown liquid at the top. The white material at the bottom of the bowl is potato starch. Using
a spoon, scoop some of it up and add it to bowl #3 only.
10. Mix the ingredients in each potato bowl until they are well combined. Your three bowls should be set up
as follows:
Bowl #1

Bowl #2

Bowl #3

Potatoes with all their liquid

Potatoes with liquid squeezed out

Potatoes with liquid squeezed out
and potato starch added back in

Egg, matzo meal, salt/pepper

Egg, matzo meal, salt/pepper

Egg, matzo meal, salt/pepper

11. Now set up your cast iron pan with about 1 cup of canola oil (you want the oil to be about ¼ inch deep).
Turn the burner on to medium-high heat. The oil is ready when you drop a drop of the latke batter in and
it sizzles right away.
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Cooking Science
Activity Instructions, continued
12. Now cook a batch of latkes from each of your three mixtures.
13. Scoop 1/4 cup of the mixture onto a spatula. Flatten with your fingers to a 4-inch patty.
14. Slide the latke into the hot oil, using a fork to nudge the latke into the pan. Repeat until the pan is full
but the latkes aren't crowded. Cook until deeply golden-brown, 4 to 5 minutes per side.
15. Transfer the latkes to a paper towel-lined baking sheet to drain for 2 minutes.
16. Time to eat and see which mixture made the crispiest latkes.
17. Once you have determined the crispiest latkes by taste and observation, read the printable on the
next page, which explains The Science of Crispy.
18. Don’t forget to take photos and/or videos and share them to your social media platforms using the
hashtag #ShineALight.
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The Science of Crispy

When a latke is frying, some of the moisture inside the potatoes turns into steam and boils off
in the cooking process. When the cooking is done and the steam stops, any remaining moisture
is attracted to the outer coating and will turn your crispy potatoes soggy. This is why it is best to
squeeze the moisture out of your potatoes before cooking the latkes.
Potato starch acts as a defensive coating for the potato shreds, keeping the oil from absorbing
into the potatoes while frying. The starch granules absorb moisture from the mixture and swell
when they hit the hot oil, allowing them to move about and separate from one another. As water is
driven away during the frying process, these molecules lock into place, forming a rigid network.
Of your three batches of latke batter, #2 should be crispier than #1, but #3 (with the potato starch
added back in) should be the crispiest of all.
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